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What is The iPro?What is The iPro?

The iProThe iPro is a webis a web--based cost recovery based cost recovery 
system for medium to small bodyshops. Its system for medium to small bodyshops. Its 
intuitive design makes it a very easy intuitive design makes it a very easy 
system to use. The user determines the system to use. The user determines the 
markup on parts and enters the repair markup on parts and enters the repair 
order and part number information that he order and part number information that he 
wishes to appear on an invoice. After wishes to appear on an invoice. After 
completion of the data entry, you may view completion of the data entry, you may view 
and print a completed invoice which you and print a completed invoice which you 
may turn in for payment by insurance.may turn in for payment by insurance.



How much does The iPro cost?

The iPro is free for use by Cliphouse 
Nationwide customers that are active and 
in good standing with The Cliphouse and 
who maintain a regular purchasing 
schedule.



How do I sign up for The iPro?

Simply contact your Cliphouse 
Nationwide sales consultant. They will 
assist you with registration and login 
information.



Can I see The iPro first?

Since The iPro is free, we don't have a full 
featured demo of the site. You may, 
however, keep watching or click Next to 
see The iPro in action!















Contact your 
customer 
service 

representative 
to sign up for 

The iPro today!

1.800.229.2547 ext. 381
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